Stop pitch from compromising your pulp and your profitability.

Improve productivity and quality with Pitch Control Technologies from Buckman.

Pitch can really gum up an operation. It sticks to your pulp, settles on your equipment and finds its way to the finished sheet. But now there’s a solution that keeps pitch on the run: advanced Pitch Control Technologies from Buckman. They disperse and minimize pitch deposits and dirt, so there’s less downtime for cleaning and fewer rejects in your production. With Buckman, you can improve yield while ensuring quality. And that yields a clean return on investment.
Ready to reduce pitch and dirt counts as well as operating costs? Count on our Pitch Control Technologies. They are next-generation chemistries that are not only extremely effective, but economical too, providing outstanding control at low dosages. They can help you:
• improve pulp washing
• reduce extractive levels in pulp
• reduce dirt counts
• control pitch deposits
In addition, you can rely on Buckman’s technical and application support to help you maximize the benefits.

Mills around the world rely on us
Case studies show that Pitch Control Technologies from Buckman can make a significant difference in your production. Here are some real world examples.

Extractives reduced
A mill producing 1400 tons per day of bleached Kraft pulp (SW and HW) replaced their dispersant with Busperse® and reduced extractives in the pulp by 50%.

Quality assured
A pulp mill producing 2000 tons per day of bleached Kraft market pulp was having a problem with dirt counts. After Buckman began applying Busperse, the mill began hitting its grade targets consistently and at a lower cost than before.

Shutdowns averted
A mill had problems with pitch deposits on its paper machine as well as impurities in the paper and had to shut down for cleaning regularly. Buckman introduced Busperse, and the results were outstanding:
• reduced pitch counts in pulp
• smaller pitch particles
• no issues with dirt count in paper
Fewer shutdowns resulted in better productivity and profitability.

Learn more
Don’t let pitch stick around. Get the outstanding dispersing power of Buckman’s Pitch Control Technologies. For more information, contact your Buckman representative, or visit buckman.com.